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50 years after the 1967 Six-Day War, Israel unilaterally (and notoriously) decided to commence
building a massive military base in the Gaza Strip. After the 1967 war, Israel seized Gaza as part of
its spoils of war; it was never envisioned as a demilitarized entity. In fact, since its capture by Israel,
it has been a source of recurrent confrontations. Today, the Strip’s residents live under a tight siege
in a de facto prison, while Israel continues to display a flagrant disregard for their wellbeing. In the

span of a month, we have witnessed Israel’s exerting military control over Gaza as well as its
committing two of the worst massacres in the Strip’s history. It is a critical moment in the 30-year-

long Israel-Palestine conflict, which is more than half over. The world needs to understand that Gaza
has become a prison, not a place for living a normal life. We saw how Israel has destroyed the

economy of Gaza, how it has terrorized its population with random arrests, its illegal siege and its
regular massacres. We also see how Israel has given orders to change the fundamental aspects of

the Strip’s Palestinian character, forcing its residents to become indistinguishable from Israeli
settlers. No other country in the world would accept such a situation in another part of its territory.
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Feature Film in Malayalam. It was also dubbed into Tamil. Plot This movie deals with a contrasting
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